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Summary 
Public awareness campaigns are often used as tools to improve human attitudes toward wildlife 

and wildlife management decisions. One of the main expected results of many large carnivore 

conservation projects, including LIFE WOLFALPS, is improved local public’s, farmers’ and 

hunters’ acceptance of large carnivore(s) in question in their regions. In this report we analyse 

results of baseline study carried out in 2014 and subsequent follow up repeated in 2017. In total 

in this study of public attitudes toward wolves and wolf conservation we’ve surveyed 6714 

respondents from seven previously identified key areas (core areas) for wolf conservation across 

Italian and Slovenian Alps. Groups that were surveyed were adult residents of the core areas 

(general public), hunters, high school students, farmers, members of mountaineering clubs and 

members of environmental NGOs. 

To describe and analyse public support to wolf conservation we used Generalized Linear Models 

and information-theoretic approach to model selection and inference to model the data and 

enable interpretation of effects of otherwise confounded explanatory variables. We used 

attitudinal scores obtained by PCA as response variables, and explored their relation to other 

characteristics of the sample (target group, core area, gender, education, etc.). 

General public as an important indicator of society’s “climate” towards wolf conservation is 

overall cautiously supporting wolf conservation in the Alps. There are considerable differences 

among the core areas and the most knowledgeable about the wolves were also the most 

supportive to wolf conservation. General public has overall remained supportive of wolf 

conservation, however in areas which experienced recent wolf recolonization, this support 

dropped from 2014 until 2017.   

One of the most important stakeholder groups in wolf conservation, the farmers, are also by far 

the most negative group in their support for wolf conservation and are the only group 

consistently opposing wolf conservation across the core areas and regardless of 

presence/absence of wolves. Nevertheless, they are also the only group where we’ve 

documented overall increase in support for wolf conservation during the project lifetime. This 

might be a result of project’s systematic activities directed towards improving livestock owners’ 

coexistence with wolves.  

Hunters, although usually not as vocal as farmers, are another key stakeholder group in wolf 

conservation. Hunters proved to be the most diverse group across the core areas, ranging from 

opposition to wolf conservation in the western core areas to clear support of wolf conservation in 

the eastern core area. Hunters were considerably less in favour of wolf conservation in the areas 

where reproductive packs of wolves are present then in the areas where wolves are absent or 

present only sporadically. In general, support for wolf conservation by hunters fell in most core 

areas from 2014 to 2017.  

Targeted awareness raising activities planned in the project were the main reason high school 

students were specifically included in the survey. They are also the future decision-makers and 

policy-shapers, and are already forming their attitudes toward wolves.  High school students are 
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more supportive of wolf conservation then an average adult resident of the core areas. The 

narrow sampling generation window proved difficult to measure changes over time with this 

group. 

As expected, mountaineers and even more so environmentalists were the most supportive to 

wolf conservation. This support remained consistent across the core areas and across the years.  

Personal experiences with wolves do partly shape respondents’ attitudes towards wolf 

conservation. Having had damage caused by wolves was a strong predictor of negative attitudes 

towards wolf conservation, while seeing a wolf in captivity (e.g. zoo) had a marginal positive 

effect on support for conservation.  

In conclusion, the results of our study suggests that although overall supportive to wolf 

conservation, the residents of the key areas in the Alps need to be continuously reached through 

well planned information campaigns. Campaign and work carried out during the project seem to 

have reached the farmers with positive results as they were the only group that has overall 

improved their support for wolf conservation, even though wolves have continued to successfully 

recolonize the Alps. Farmers, however remained consistent in opposing wolf conservation 

across all core areas regardless of their education or age. Hunters, as one of the key 

stakeholder groups, although largely ignored by the project, proved to have a potential to be 

partners in wolf conservation, so in the future more effort should be directed towards building 

this partnership. There was a notable effect of wolf recolonization on the changes in attitudes 

towards this species. In areas where wolves have been present for a while (reproductive packs 

or sporadic individual animals) there was very little change. On the other hand, we’ve seen a 

considerable drop in support for wolf conservation in areas where wolves recently started 

appearing (Alpi Centrali, Dolomiti) and even more in areas where wolves recently established 

reproductive packs (Lessinia). 
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Introduction 
Public awareness campaigns are often used as tools to improve human attitudes toward wildlife 

and wildlife management decisions. One of the main expected results of many large carnivore 

conservation projects, including LIFE WOLFALPS, is improved local public’s, farmers’ and 

hunters’ acceptance of large carnivore(s) in question in their regions. Especially in areas that are 

being recolonized by large carnivores, there is often a debate how these large carnivores should 

be managed. This debate occurs because different stakeholder groups hold different values and 

subsequently have different or even opposing management goals. Because of that, it is 

important that decision-makers and all those involved in large carnivore conservation understand 

those values and how values influence attitudes and consequently also support or opposition to 

the conservation goals. This study is looking into the dynamics of public attitudes toward wolves 

during the implementation of the LIFE WOLFALPS project. It analyses the changes in attitudes 

and knowledge levels over time (2014 – 2018) and the nature of the changes across the 

following target groups – general public, hunters, livestock breeders, members of environmental 

NGOs, members of mountaineering clubs, high school students. The survey carried out within 

the frames of project action A8 (Majić Skrbinšek et al. 20151) serves as a baseline for assessing 

the changes over time.  

Methods 

Study area 
Study area for the public attitude survey includes all seven core areas defined in the LIFE 

WOLFALPS project (Figure 1). Status of the wolf population in these core areas ranges from 

(still) absent, over sporadically present (lone wolves / dispersing animals), recolonizing (recently 

established reproductive packs) to present for couple of decades.  

Specifically, in the Italian part of core area 1 (Maritime Alps) wolf packs have been present since 

1996, and in core area 2 (Cozie Alps) wolf packs started appearing in 1996 – these were 

considered “long term permanent presence” areas in the study. In core area 3 (Ossola Val 

Grande) and core area 7 (Eastern Alps) dispersing wolves have been sporadically recorded for a 

long time (since 2001 in core area 3, and occasional dispersers have always been detected in 

Eastern Alps since population in Slovenia never went extinct). We considered these areas as 

“long term sporadic presence”. In Core area 4 (Italian Central Alps) wolves have been 

sporadically present since 2001, but the number of occurrences has been growing in the last 

couple of years. Wolf presence is still relatively low key. This area, together with core area 6, we 

                                                

1 Majić Skrbinšek, A., T. Skrbinšek, U. Marinko, F. Marucco (eds.), 2015, Public attitudes toward 

wolves and wolf conservation in Italian and Slovenian Alps, Technical report, Project LIFE 12 

NAT/IT/00080 WOLFALPS 
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considered “new sporadic presence”. While no wolves have yet been detected within core area 6 

(Dolomites), there is a pack established nearby, and four packs are currently present in the 

region (Veneto) with a lot of media attention, which is probably influencing attitudes within the 

core area 6. In core area 5 (Lessinia), a reproductive pack of wolves has formed in 2012 after a 

long absence of this species, and grew considerably in numbers since. These wolves cause 

considerable livestock damage and receive a lot of media attention. We considered this area as 

“new permanent presence” in this study. 

 

Figure 1: Core areas of the LIFE WOLFALPS project represent also study area of the public attitude survey. 

Questionnaires 
In surveys, answers are of interest not intrinsically but because they are in relationship to 

something they are supposed to measure. In that sense designing a question for a questionnaire 

is designing a measure, not a conversational inquiry. For the purpose of this study, a basic 

questionnaire in two languages (Italian and Slovenian) was designed. It was the same 

questionnaire used in 2014 study with an additional question asking the respondents if they have 

already responded to the similar questionnaire in 2014 (for copies of questionnaires see Majić 
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Skrbinšek et al. 20152). Consistency within the different questionnaires was preserved as much 

as possible in order to allow comparisons between the groups. In general, following topics were 

included in the questionnaire:  

• Attitudes toward wolves.  

• Beliefs about wolves and a knowledge section made up of factual questions.  

 Attitudes toward various management issues, such as livestock issues, hunting, trust of 

information sources and others.  

• Personal experience with wolves. 

• Familiarity with the LIFE WOLFALPS project. 

• Socio-demographic information about each respondent including if they have responded 

to the questionnaire in 2014.  

The development of the questionnaires was based on the questionnaires previously used in Italy 

and Slovenia. There are two main reasons for that:  

• The questions used in the previous surveys were already tested and therefore we could 

largely omit additional pretesting of our questionnaire.  

• Similar questionnaires would allow direct comparisons of the results from before the start 

of the LIFE WOLFALPS project with our data, thus we have also directed our research 

towards more longitudinal monitoring of the attitudes and beliefs.  

Sampling and data collection 
The same approach to sampling was taken as in 2014 and in all core areas. The target groups 

and their respective planned sample sizes per core area were: general public (100), hunters 

(50), farmers (50), high school students (100), members of environmental NGOs (50) and 

members of mountaineering clubs (50). These groups were identified as important in wolf 

conservation  

The general public was randomly sampled proportional to the number of inhabitants in each 

community within a core area. If the questionnaire was implemented using personal interviews, 

the process of randomizing the selection of respondents was defined at the level of choosing a 

household (i.e. every third household until the planned number was reached) and at the level of 

choosing a respondent (first adult of 18 years or older contacted within a chosen household). A 

non-respondent form was provided and interviewers recorded gender, estimated age and reason 

for refusing participation in the study. When the questionnaire was implemented using postal 

services, local phonebook was used to create a sample. We’ve considered a minimal expected 

                                                

2 Majić Skrbinšek, A., T. Skrbinšek, U. Marinko, F. Marucco (eds.), 2015, Public attitudes toward 

wolves and wolf conservation in Italian and Slovenian Alps, Technical report, Project LIFE 12 

NAT/IT/00080 WOLFALPS 
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response rate using mail to be 20%, thus number of sent questionnaires was adjusted 

accordingly. The questionnaires were mailed together with additional envelope with prepaid 

postage for returning the filled questionnaire. Ten days after the mailing of the questionnaires, a 

reminder / thank you card (Figure 2) was sent in order to increase the response rate.  

 

Figure 2: Reminder / Thank you! card was sent to potential respondents in order to increase the response 
rate. 

 

Other groups (hunters, high school students, farmers, environmentalists, mountaineers) were 

sampled in a more opportunistic manner, making sure that the respondent is a member of the 

targeted group. A combination of personal interviews, postal mail and web-based survey was 

used.  

Data preparation 
The questionnaire data was recorded in the pre-agreed table format in each corea, and merged 

into a single database when the field-surveys were completed. We maintained the index key 

structure to preserve traceability of each physical questionnaire with its record in the database. 

Since the questionnaires had some core-area or respondent-group specific questions, we made 

the “union” of the tables to preserve all data. We checked the data for consistency, data-entry 

errors and missing data. The records with unacceptable amount of missing data (more than 8 

missing data points in essential questions), missing data in key columns or inconsistencies we 

were not able to solve were removed and stored in a different database. 

The survey was done twice, in 2014 and in 2017, to record a possible change in attitudes. The 

data was aggregated, and the year of the survey included as a parameter. 
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Some variables need to be constructed by aggregation of data from several columns 

(has_livestock, has_large livestock, has_small livestock, has_pets). We also calculated 

knowledge score as the number of correct answers to the five questions about wolf biology 

included in the questionnaire. 

The group “students” (high school students, sampled in class) was demographically 

homogenous and very intensively sampled, so it had potential to bias the results. It also created 

a considerable multicolinnearity problem in the model. The group was removed in the process of 

modelling and will be analysed separately. 

Group “farmers” was targeted at farmers that have domestic livestock. We removed the farmers 

that didn’t keep livestock from the data. 

 

Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were done in R analytical environment within RStudio IDE. We followed 

the reproducible research paradigm by ensuring data consistency throughout analysis and 

documenting each analytical step (R code, comments, data and output) with RMarkdown. 

Reduction of dimensionality in attitudinal questions with Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) 
Since there were 15 questions regarding the attitudes towards wolves and their conservation, we 

had to reduce dimensionality to obtain scores describing meaningful attitudinal components for 

downstream analysis. Since responses were collected using the Likert scale, we could assume 

ordinality and linearity of the responses and include them in Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA). We used R package psych to do this part of the analysis. We determined the number of 

meaningful components to extract using screeplot analysis, Kaiser-Guttman rule (eigenvalue > 

1), Parallel Analysis, Optimal Coordinates, and Accelleration Factor. The components were 

rotated using the Varimax rotation to extract the interpretable components. Cases with 

unacceptable amount of missing data were excluded in the data preparation phase, and the 

remaining missing values were set to the mean of the variable to prevent unacceptable data 

loss. The extracted components were interpreted and included in the database table for 

downstream analysis. 

Statistical modelling 
We used Generalized Linear Models and information-theoretic approach to model selection and 

inference to model these highly complex data and enable interpretation of effects of otherwise 

confounded explanatory variables. We used attitudinal scores obtained by PCA as response 

variables, and explored their relation to other characteristics of the sample (stakeholder group, 

core area, gender, education, etc.). 

First, we checked the distribution of the response variables. Since they were PCA scores, we 

didn’t expect a specific functional form, and we tried different probability distributions and 
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transformations to select the correct distribution family and link function for GLM and ensure 

model fit. 

We explored the missing data in the dataset. When meaningful (for some scalar variables) we 

replaced the missing values with the mean value of the variable, which shouldn’t have much 

effect on fitting of models but prevented unacceptable data loss. At the model selection stage 

the remaining records with missing data were discarded to enable comparison of the fitted 

models, but the final (optimal) models were fitted with the entire dataset so that only the records 

that had missing data in the variables retained in the model were lost. 

We constructed a global model with the selected distribution family and link function for each 

response variable where we fitted all variables we a-priori hypothesized (according to previous 

understanding of the problem) that they affect the response variable. We didn’t fit any 

interactions between variables at this stage. We checked model fit by plotting standardized 

residuals against predicted values, checking for non-linearity and heteroscedascity. We checked 

for multicollinearity using Variance Inflation Factors (VIF), and tried different model sets which 

excluded highly multicollinear variables (VIF > 2), but together included all variables to exploit 

the entire information space of the data. We also explored the data for sources of multicolliearity, 

and separated data into smaller datasets where meaningful/needed. 

We explored the model space of each global model by fitting all sub-models without interactions 

using R package MuMIn. We determined the importance of each variable as the proportion of 

models where it appears weighted by the Akaike’s weight of each model (CITATION). We 

constructed the optimal model without interactions by including all highly important variables 

(Importance > 0.9), and tested the effect of removal of each variable by comparing the second-

order Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) with the full model. We used dAICc > 3 as the 

threshold to retain a variable. 

We fitted different two-way interactions between variables, selected a-priori using prior 

knowledge and hypotheses about the problem, and checked support of each model in the data 

using AICc. We also used dAICc > 3 as the criteria to retain a model. If the dAICc was between 

0 and 3, we retained the model with lower number of parameters. 

To fit the final optimal (most parsimonious) model with as much data as possible, we used the 

entire dataset and excluded the records that had missing data just in the variables retained in 

the model. We checked the data for high-leverage data points by calculating Cook’s distances, 

and we excluded the records with Cook’s distances larger than 4/N, where N is the number of 

records included in the model. We re-fitted the optimal model with this dataset without outliers, 

re-checked linearity and lack of heteroscedascity, and used the fitted model for interpretation. 

Data exploration and interpretation of modelling results 
We plotted different aspects of the dataset to visually examine the raw data for the effects of 

different explanatory variables on the response variables. Since the explanatory variables are in 

many cases higly confounded and in practically all cases non-orthogonal, we used the most 

parsiomonious models fitted in the statistical modelling exercise to directly explore the effect of 

single explanatory variables or their pre-determined interactions when the other parameters in 
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the model are being controlled for. In other words, we examined the “pure” effect of a specific 

explanatory variable (e.g. age, education, etc.) on the response (e.g. support for wolf 

conservation) controlling for the effect of other explanatory varaiables (e.g. core area, 

respondent group, gender, etc.). In this manner we could provide an understanding of the actual 

effect of a certain explanatory variable even in the face of the high complexity and non-

orthogonallity of the data. The effects were explored using the R package effects. 

. 

Results 

Data set description 
Altogether, we received 6789 questionnaires in all core areas. Some of these were done online 

or by post, and the data in them were missing or inconsistent, so they had to be removed. The 

final dataset for analysis included responses of 6714 respondents from different stakeholder 

groups and different core areas, and 79 recorded variables. 

Summary graphs of attitudinal items can be found in Annex 1. 

Have we reached our project target groups? 
The proportion of respondents that have heard about the LIFE WOLFALPS project before 

completing the survey ranges between low of 10% (students) to up to just over 60% (farmers). 

Farmers were also a group with largest advance in improving the visibility of the project gap 

during the project – the share of farmers that are familiar with the project has doubled from 2014 

until 2017. There was no increase in high school students, which is understandable since we 

have sampled them in a very narrow generation window (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Share of respondents that have heard about the LIFE WOLFALPS project by sampling year and 
target group. 

 

Dimensionality reduction of attitudinal variables using PCA 
We included 15 variables with questions regarding attitudes towards wolves and their 

conservation in the PCA analysis. The variables and questions are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Variables which were included in the principal components analysis (PCA). Responses were offered 
on a 5-point Likert scale where 1 represented complete disagreement (or dislike in case of “attitude_wolf”), 3 
represented neutral attitude and 5 represented complete agreement (or completely in favour in case of 
“attitude_wolf). 

 

Variable name Question 

attitude_wolf Which of the following best describes your feelings toward wolf? 

future_generations 
It is important to maintain wolves in It/Slo, so that future generations can enjoy 
them. 

conserv_not_necessary 
It is unnecessary to have wolves in It/Slo because abundant populations already 
exist in other European countries. 

decrease_deer Wolves greatly reduce ungulate populations and make hunting impossible. 

prey_oldsick 
Wolves mainly prey on old and sick animals and thus keep wild ungulate 
populations healthy.  

tolerate_vicinity I would tolerate wolves living in nearby forests of our municipality. 

do_not_attack_people Wolves do not attack people. 
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not_afraid_forest I would not be afraid to hike in the woods where wolves are present. 

damage Wolves cause abundant damages to livestock. 

pay_compensation Livestock owners that lose livestock due to wolf should be compensated. 

kill_problem_animal If a wolf killed livestock, I would agree with killing this problem animal. 

agree_increase I would agree with increasing wolf numbers in my region. 

enough_wolves We already have enough wolves in my region. 

agree_hunting There should be authorized wolf hunts in It/Slo. 

attract_tourists Wolves attract tourists.  

 

We checked how many components it was meaningful to extract (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Non-Graphical solutions to scree test of the number of meaningful components to retain in PCA. 

It seemed sensible to retain two components according to Kaiser-Guttman rule (eigenvalue > 1), 

Parallel Analysis and Optimal Coordinates. Accelleration Factor does max-out at 2 (supporting 1 

component), and eigenvalue of PC2 is considerably smaller than that of PC1, so some caution is 

warranted. In any case, the first component aggregates considerably more information than the 

second component, and is the most important one to interpret. 
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Figure 5: Grouping of loadings of different attitudinal questions on the retained rotated components. 

When checking the interpretability of the components (Figure 5 and Table 2) we noticed that 

some items load somewhat apart from the main cluster (i.e. attract_tourists and 

pay_compensation) or even load apart while not contributing considerably to neither of the two 

components (not_afraid_forest, do_not_attack_people and prey_oldsick). 

 

Table 2: Loadings of different attitudinal questions on the retained rotated components. 

Attitudinal items: RC1 RC2 

attitude_wolf -0.599 0.535 

future_generations -0.595 0.571 

conserv_not_necessary 0.550 -0.460 

decrease_deer 0.407 -0.435 

prey_oldsick -0.196 0.673 

tolerate_vicinity -0.556 0.616 

do_not_attack_people -0.123 0.770 

not_afraid_forest 0 0.784 

damage 0.620 -0.304 
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pay_compensation 0.635 0.188 

kill_problem_animal 0.771 -0.288 

agree_increase -0.670 0.503 

enough_wolves 0.615 -0.371 

agree_hunting 0.755 -0.157 

attract_tourists -0.353 0.408 

SS loadings 4.449 3.843 

Proportion Var 0.297 0.256 

Cumulative Var 0.297 0.553 

 

Variables 5, 7 and 8 (not_afraid_forest, do_not_attack_people and prey_oldsick) seem to be 

related to fear/predatory behaviour of wolves and load on their own. We removed these 

variables to be extracted as a separate component, and re-ran PCA. 

 

Figure 6: Grouping of loadings of different attitudinal questions on the retained rotated components after 
removal of questions related to fear of wolves. 

Similarly to the “fear” cluster, pay_compensations loaded completely on its own and needed to 

be interpreted separately. Attract_tourists loaded separately and while related to support for wolf 

conservation, it's conceptually a different question. It is the same with agree_hunting, which is 

not necessarily connected to support for wolf conservation (hunters typically agree to hunting, 
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but often support wolf conservation). The PCA model improved if these variables were removed, 

from 0.52 to 0.57 explained variance. The other questions aggregated to a single component 

that can be interpreted as Support for Wolf Conservation (Figure 7). 

We also extracted the second rotated component interpreted as Fear of Wolves (Figure 8). This 

component proved to be difficult to interpret and had only three questions that supplied data. As 

the main purpose of the study is to understand support for conservation, we limited exploration 

of this component in the downstream analysis. 

Table 3: Loadings of different attitudinal questions on the retained rotated components after removal of 
questions related to fear of wolves. 

Attitudinal items: RC1 RC2 

attitude_wolf 0.786 -0.222 

future_generations 0.831 -0.174 

conserv_not_necessary -0.743 0.134 

decrease_deer -0.585 0.141 

tolerate_vicinity 0.795 -0.221 

damage -0.499 0.520 

pay_compensation 0 0.906 

kill_problem_animal -0.636 0.507 

agree_increase 0.774 -0.330 

enough_wolves -0.658 0.291 

agree_hunting -0.554 0.479 

attract_tourists 0.567 0 

SS loadings 5.149 1.940 

Proportion Var 0.429 0.162 

Cumulative Var 0.429 0.591 
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Figure 7: Loadings of retained attitudinal questions on the rotated component interpreted as "Support for 
Wolf Conservation". 

  

Figure 8: Loadings of retained attitudinal questions on the rotated component interpreted as "Fear of wolf 
and predatory behaviour". 
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To facilitate interpretation of PCA scores we used the PCA models to predict the "neutral" PCA 

score (all answers are 3) for both extracted components. Both components were then centered 

on this "neutral" score and rescaled on the same Likert scale as the questions, meaning that the 

"Support for Wolf Conservation" component was scaled 1 to 5 from "absolutely against" (1), to 

"neutral" (3), and to "completely support" (5). The "Fear of Wolves" component was scaled 

similarly from "not afraid" (1), to "neutral" (3), and to "very afraid" (5). The "Support for Wolf 

Conservation" was used as the main response variable for the downstream analysis. 

Modelling Support for Wolf Conservation 

Exploring response variables 

Both extracted components had unimodal distribution, and seemed relatively easy to describe 

parametrically (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Distribution of the Support for Wolf Conservation component (left) and Fear of Wolves component 
(right). 

 We tried fitting different parametric distributions (Gaussean, Weibull, Gamma, Beta) that would 

correctly describe the distribution of these two components. We also tried Box-Cox 

transformations to tease the distributions towards normality. 

Response for wolf conservation is nicely described with Gamma distribution (when rotated 

across y-axis), and both the distribution and the rotation were used in fitting of GLMs. Fear of 

wolves was adequately described by the normal distribution (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Fitting of Gamma distribution on the y-axis rotated "Support for Wolf Conservation" component 
(left) and fitting of normal distribution on Fear of Wolves component (right). 

 

Finding the model for the Support for Wolf Conservation 

We've fitted a generalized linear model (GLM) with Gamma distribution and identity link function 

on y-axis rotated (to get right skew instead of left) Support for wolf conservation variable. 

For the global model, we fitted all variables we hypothesized (according to previous 

understanding of the problem) that they affect the support for wolf conservation, without 

interactions: 

“year”, “c_area”, “group”, “group2”, “country”, “seen_nature”, “seen_captivity”, “had_damage”, 

“gender”, “age”, “education”, “hunter”, “big_livestock”, “small_livestock”, “has_livestock”, 

“has_pets”, “knowledge”, “wpresence”, “support_conservation”, “fear_wolves” 

 

We checked for multicollinearity using variance inflation factors (VIF, Table 4). 

Table 4: Variance inflation factors for the global model. 

 GVIF Df GVIF^(1/(2*Df)) 

year 1.066430 1 1.032681 

c_area 19.762446 6 1.282291 
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group 17.328763 4 1.428387 

country 14.487478 1 3.806242 

seen_nature 1.200772 1 1.095797 

seen_captivity 1.262075 1 1.123421 

had_damage 1.211561 1 1.100709 

gender 1.175398 1 1.084158 

age 1.094024 1 1.045956 

education 1.372971 1 1.171738 

hunter 5.881200 1 2.425119 

big_livestock 1.170369 1 1.081836 

small_livestock 2.040986 1 1.428631 

has_pets 1.069107 1 1.033976 

knowledge 1.221196 1 1.105077 

 

There seems to be a considerable multicollinearity problem for group, country, hunter and 

c_area. This makes sense - group is a predictor for hunters and collinear for livestock for 

farmers. Country is also a collinear with core area. Group was also collinear with education (prior 

to removal of “Students” group). 

As the respondent group was a critical parameter we were interested in, we removed the 

collinear variables big_livestock, small_livestock and hunter from the model. With the same 

reasoning for the core area (c_area) we removed the “country” variable. We decided to keep the 

people that responded “yes” to the question “Are you a hunter?”, but were not sampled as 

hunters in the group they were sampled in to keep these groups representative. 

We fitted the entire model set for each of the two global models, and checked importance of 

each variable - in how many models it appeared weighted by Akaike’s weights (Table 5). We 

constructed the optimal model without interactions that retained all variables that had importance 

larger than 0.8. We checked AICc of models without the variables with importance < 1. 

Table 5: Variable importance for the model set with “group” variable. 

                      c_area group knowledge age  had_damage education 

 Importance:          1.00   1.00  1.00      1.00 1.00       1.00      

 N containing models: 4096   4096  4096      4096 4096       4096      

 

                      has_livestock year hunter has_pets seen_captivity 

 Importance:          1.00          1.00 1.00   1.00     1.00           

 N containing models: 4096          4096 4096   4096     4096           

 

                      seen_nature gender 

 Importance:          1.00        0.99   

 N containing models: 4096        4096 
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As we see, all variables considered important in the a-priori variable set based on prior 

knowledge had very high importance and appeared in all “dredged” models. 

Optimal model for Support for Wolf Conservation - "Respondent Group" 

included 
We constructed the optimal model with “group” retained without interactions. We fitted various 2-

way interactions between variables (according to a-priori hypotheses) and checked the AICc of 

the resulting models. 

There seems to be a difference between groups in different core areas. While the number of 

variables doubles, AIC falls considerably (indicating a much better support in the data for the 

model that includes group : core area interaction than for the one that doesn’t). Having had wolf 

damage differs with the group (there are respondent in other groups than “farmers” that have 

had wolf damage) in its effect for wolf conservation, so does education. Having seen wolf in 

captivity doesn’t seem to interact with the group of respondents or gender. Having pets has no 

interaction with group. There is also a supported interaction between year of survey and group 

(indicating that support for wolf conservation changed differently for different groups from 2014 

to 2017), and the same for year and core area. Support for wolf conservation also changed 

differently from 2014 to 2017 with regard to gender of the respondent. 

The final model had the following structure: 

support_conservation~year+c_area+group+ 

seen_nature+seen_captivity+had_damage+gender+age+education+has_pets+knowledge+ 

group:c_area+group:had_damage+group:education+group:year+c_area:year+gender:year 

We checked for outliers - high influence points - with the optimal model and cook’s distances. 

We re-fitted the model with outliers removed. We checked the diagnostics of the final model 

(Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Diagnostic plots for the optimal model for Support for Wolf Conservation. 

While the model fit seems good and there is no evidence of non-linearity, there is some 

evidence of heteroscedascity, probably due to censoring and differences in variance between 

factor levels. This is difficult to remove without adding considerable complexity to the model. 

However, the problem seems marginal and shouldn't influence the interpretation in any 

meaningful way. 

Exploring Effects - Support for Wolf Conservation w/ group variable 
Using the constructed model of Support for Wolf Conservation, we can explore the effect of a 

single variable or a combination of variables while controlling for the effect of other variables. In 

this manner we can understand the effect of i.e. core area where the respondent lives (or any 

other parameter we wish to explore) without the confounding effects of other characteristics of 

the respondent (e.g. gender, education etc.). 

Effect of the Year of Survey: did support for wolf conservation change from 2014 to 2017? 

It seems that while the overall support for wolf conservation is still positive, it may have dropped 

somewhat from 2014 to 2017 (Figure 12). We further explored where and in which groups this 

drop occurred. 
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Figure 12: Change in Support for Wolf Conservation from 2014 – 2017, controlled for differences in samples. 

 

Effect of Core Areas 

We can explore the effect of individual core areas on Support for Wolf Conservation while 

controlling for effects of other variables (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Effect of Core Area on Support for Wolf Conservation - controlled for confounding effect of other 
variables. 

There are differences between core areas, but support for wolf conservation in all of them is 

positive (0 in the graph). There are considerable differences in how this parameter changed from 

2014 to 2017 in different areas. We can see that support in Alpe Maritime (Core Area 1), Alpe 

Cozie (CA 2), O Val Grande (CA 3) and and Eastern Alps (CA7, Slovenia) stayed approximately 

the same. However, in Central Italian Alps (CA 4), Lessinia (CA 5) and Dolomiti (CA6) support 

for wolf conservation dropped considerably. Wolves started re-colonizing these areas during this 

period, and we can speculate that this may be the reason for decrease in conservation support. 

Effect of Respondent Groups 

It is expected that different groups of respondents (i.e. hunters, farmers, general public...) will 

have different attitudes towards wolves (Figure 14). However, the factors that lead to change in 

attitudes may affect different group differently, and model selection confirmed that the change 

from 2014 to 2017 varied among the groups. 
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 Figure 14: Effect of Respondent Group on Support for Wolf Conservation - controlled for confounding effect 
of other variables. 

We can see that farmers are by far the most negative group in their support for wolf 

conservation, and the only one that has the attitudes towards wolf conservation below neutral in 

both surveys. As expected, the most positive groups are environmentalists and mountaineers. 

General Public, as an important indicator of the society’s “climate” towards wolf conservation is 

still above neutral in favour of wolves. 

Interestingly, farmers were the only group that changed their attitude towards positive from 2014 

to 2017 (Figure 14). A possible explanation could be that the number of actions focused on them 

in the LIFE WOLFALPS project had an effect. 

 

Combined Effect of Core Areas and Respondent Groups 

We can expect that some respondent groups can form more extreme attitudes in different core 

areas (i.e. where there are many conflicts with wolves vs. where the wolves are absent), and 

multimodel inference supports that (the model without the interaction between these two 

variables has dAIC = 297.3 less support in the data). The results are presented in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Combined effect of respondent group and core area on Support for Wolf Conservation - controlled 
for confounding effect of other variables. The red dashed line indicates the neutral attitude. CA1 - Alpi 
Maritime; CA2 - Alpi Cozie; CA3 - Ossola Val Grande; CA4 - Alpi centrali; CA5 - Lessinia; CA6 - Dolomiti; CA7 
- Eastern Alps (Slovenia). 

 

There is a general pattern of enviromentalists being very positive towards wolf conservation and 

farmers being negative in almost all core areas, which is an expected result. However, farmers 

show an increase in positive attitudes in several aras from 2014 to 2017, possibly as an effect of 

the considerable effort directed into this stakeholder group within the LIFE WolfAlps project. The 

attitude of mountaineers is also very positive, but does show some effect of being different in 

different core areas. General public varies from area to area, but shows a decrease in support 

for wolf conservation in areas that wolves have recently colonized or are in the process of 

colonizing (CA4 - CA6). Possibly the most interesting group are hunters. While the comparably 

smaller sample size causes large confidence intervals, especially problematic in the Lessinia 

core area, we can see a general west-east trend in the attitudes, which in Italy largely folows the 

recolonization pattern of the wolves. An anomaly here is in core area Alpe Cozie, where the 

attitudes of hunters are very negative (similar to those of the farmers), while general public is 

very positive. In general, the support for wolf conservation in many areas fell from 2014 to 2017. 
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To test the hypothesis that attitudes correspond with the recolonization pattern of the wolves, we 

can replace the Core Area variable with the variable describing wolf presence(absence) in a 

certain area, or how long they’ve been absent from an area (Figure 16, Figure 17). Since both 

variables are perfectly collinear, we can’t use both in a model if we wish to interpret either of 

them. 

 

  

Figure 16: Effect of wolf presence in the respondent’s area on support for wolf conservation - controlled for 
confounding effect of other variables. Permanent LT - long term permanent presence (reproduction); 
Permanent New - new permanent presence (reproduction); Sporadic LT - long term sporadic occurrence; 
Sporadic New - new sporadic occurrence (first wolves appearing in the area). 
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Figure 17: Combined effect of respondent group and wolf presence in the respondent’s area on support for 
wolf conservation - controlled for confounding effect of other variables. GPub - general public; Hunt - 
hunters; Frm - farmers; Env - environmentalists; Mnt - mountaneers. 

While the models which include wolf presence variable instead of core area variable are less 

supported in the data, they are interesting and enable a different perspective of the information 

in the data. There is a very notable effect of wolf colonization on the change in attitudes towards 

this species. There was little change in the areas where wolves have been permanently present 

for a while (reproductive packs - Alpi Maritime, Alpi Cozie) or sporadically (individual animals - 

Ossola Val Grande, Eastern Alps (Slovenia)). Quite the opposite, we can see a considerable 

drop in support for wolf conservation in the areas where wolves recently started reappearing 

more frequently or established reproductive packs in vicinity (Alpi Centrali, Dolomiti), and even 

more in the area where wolves recently established reproductive packs (Lessinia). 

  

Effect of gender on support for wolf conservation 
The gender of the respondent seems to have some effect on support for wolf conservation 

(Figure 18), and it seems that this effect is different between surveys. The difference between 

men and women in their attitudes towards wolves was marginal in 2014 survey; however, this 

difference became more drastic in 2017 survey where we register no change in support for wolf 

conservation in women, and a considerable drop in men. 
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Figure 18: Support for wolf conservation by gender - controlled for confounding effect of other variables. 

Effect of seeing a wolf in captivity on support for wolf conservation 
Seeing a wolf in captivity (e.g. ZOO) has a marginal relation with support for conservation, but 

strong support in models (dAIC = 16.49). Not necessarily causal - people that are more positive 

are more likely to go and see a captive wolf (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19: Effect of the responder having seen a wolf in captivity on support for wolf conservation - 
controlled for confounding effect of other variables. 

Effect of having wolf damage 
There are 552 respondents (482 without the “students” group) that had wolf damage. We can 

see that having had wolf damage is a considerable predictor of negative attitudes towards wolf 

conservation in different respondent groups (Figure 20). There are only 15 environmentalist and 

22 mountaneers that had wolf damage, and in general the sample size per group is low (Table 

6), limiting the strength of this inference for these groups. 
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 Figure 20: Effect of having had wolf damage on support for wolf conservation by different respondent groups 
- controlled for confounding effect of other variables. 

 

Table 6: The number of respondents that have had wolf damage by the respondent group in 2014 and 2017. 

group 

N, 

2014 

N, 

2017 

general public 38 47 

hunters 47 67 

farmers 86 160 

students 40 30 

environmentalists 9 6 

mountaineers 12 10 

Effect of knowledge about wolves on support for wolf conservation 
Knowledge questions (Table 7) results were aggregated into a knowledge score (the number of 

correct answers), which scales from 0 to 5. 
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Table 7: Knowledge questions that were included into the knowledge score (0-5). Responses that were 
considered correct are presented with bold characters. 

Question Possible answers 

How much does an adult wolf 
weigh? 15-30 kg 31-45 kg 46-60 kg 

More 
than 60 
kg Not sure 

Wolves feed mainly on: 

wild ungulates 
such as deer 
and chamois carrion 

domestic 
animals Not sure 

 

Wolves generally live: solitary in pairs 
in groups / 
packs Not sure 

 
Wolves have been introduced 
by people in It/Slo. Yes No Not sure 

  

The wolves are naturally 
coming back to areas where 
they were once extirpated. Yes No Not sure 

  
 

  

Figure 21: Effect of knowledge about wolf biology on support for wolf conservation s - controlled for 
confounding effect of other variables. 
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Support for wolf conservation in general increases with knowledge. There is no support for 

interactions of knowledge with either group or core area in predicting support for wolf 

conservation. This may be possibly because of the correlation between knowledge and 

education of the respondent, and education is a much better predictor of differences between 

respondent groups in support for wolf conservation. In general, knowledge about wolves has a 

positive effect on support for wolf conservation (Figure 21). 

 

 

Figure 22: Knowledge about wolf biology by respondent group, core area and year. Marker size varies with 
sample size and is positioned at parameter mean, vertical color lines indicate standard error of the mean. 

 

 

 

Pet owners and support for wolf conservation 
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Figure 23: Effect of owning a pet on support for Wolf conservation - controlled for confounding effect of other 
variables. 

Owning a pet has a minimal, but positive relation with support for wolf conservation (Figure 23). 

Exploring effects of education and age 
Based on the previous published research, it can be expected that both age and education can 

have an effect on support for wolf conservation, and the model selection process showed that 

there is an important interaction between the two variables. 

Age has considerable effect on support for wolf conservation, with young people being 

considerably more inclined towards wolf conservation than older people (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Effect of age of the respondent on support for Wolf conservation - controlled for confounding 
effect of other variables. 
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Figure 25: Effect of the education level of the respondent on support for Wolf conservation - controlled for 
confounding effect of other variables. 1 - first part of primary school (Italy) or unfinished primary school 
(Slovenia); 2 - finished primary school; 3 - finished high school; 4 - finished university. To simplify the model, 
education was modelled as a numerical (scalar) variable. 

 

Figure 26: Effect of the education level of the respondent on support for Wolf conservation, by group - 
controlled for confounding effect of other variables. Education: 1 - first part of primary school (Italy) or 
unfinished primary school (Slovenia); 2 - finished primary school; 3 - finished high school; 4 - finished 
university. To simplify the model, education was modeled as a numerical (scalar) variable. 

Similar is the effect of education level, with generally higher support for wolf conservation in 

higher educated respondents (Figure 25). The interaction between age and education, however, 

doesn’t seem important (not shown) although it’s supported in model selection. 

Another interesting effect to explore is that of differences between groups in the effect of 

education level of the respondent on his or her support for wolf conservation (Figure 26). 

Education level has little effect on “convinced” groups on both side of the spectrum 

(envionmentalists & mountaneers as positive, farmers as negative). It has a large effect on 

general public where more educated respondents indicated considerably higher support for wolf 

conservation.   
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Figure 27: Education by respondent group, core area and year. Marker size varies with sample size and is 
positioned at parameter mean, vertical color lines indicate standard error of the mean. 

Exploring the effect of owning livestock 
Livestock owners are an important and very vocal stakeholder group, and it is to be expected 

that they are less in favour of wolves than the other respondents. This group overlaps somewhat 

with the “farmers” group (those specifically sampled as farmers), but is considerably larger since 

it also includes livestock owners from the other respondent groups (N = 1532 vs. N = 768). 

Having livestock makes a person possibly more sensitive to wolf presence since they can be 

directly affected by it, which makes this group important to explore. 
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Figure 28: Support for Wolf conservation of livestock breeders - controlled for confounding effect of other 
variables. 

Owning livestock is a strong negative predictor of respondent's support for wolf conservation 

(Figure 28). Interestingly, this effect is large in 2014 and smaller in 2017 survey, mainly because 

the respondents that didn’t report having livestock became less supportive of wolf conservation 

(and hence closer to the attitude of respondents that reported having livestock). 

The effect of having livestock differs with core area (interaction is strongly supported in model 

selection). 

. 
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Figure 29: Support for Wolf conservation of livestock breeders in different core areas - controlled for 
confounding effect of other variables. CA1 - Alpi Maritime; CA2 - Alpi Cozie; CA3 - Ossola Val Grande; CA4 - 
Alpi centrali; CA5 - Lessinia; CA6 - Dolomiti; CA7 - Eastern Alps (Slovenia). 

 

There seem to be considerable differences in support for wolf conservation (Figure 29) by areas. 

There seems to be lower support in Lessinia, and higher in Eastern Alps. However, the sample 

sizes in different core areas are still relatively small, causing large confidence intervals that 

make this inference weak. 

We can replace the core area by wolf presence data (Figure 30). There seems to be little 

change in areas with long-term presence. However, in the areas where wolves are recolonizing, 

the attitudes of people that don’t have livestock shifted from 2014 to 2017 and became more 

negative and closer to the attitudes of people that have livestock. 
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Figure 30: Support for Wolf conservation of livestock breeders with regard to wolf presence in their area - 
controlled for confounding effect of other variables. 

 

An important interaction supported by model selection is interaction between education and 

livestock ownership. Attitudes of more educated people with livestock seem to be different to 

those of livestock owners that are less educated. We can see that the education level is a much 

more important predictor of support for wolf conservation in people that have livestock than in 

the people that don’t (Figure 31). We see that compared to the 2014 survey, in 2017 support for 

wolf conservation dropped more in people that don’t own livestock, but remained similar in 

people that do (Figure 32). 
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Figure 31: Support for Wolf conservation of livestock breeders vs. non-livestock owners with regard their 
education - controlled for confounding effect of other variables. 
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Figure 32: Support for Wolf conservation of livestock breeders with regard their education - controlled for 
confounding effect of other variables. 

Conclusions 
As the wolves continued recolonizing the Alps, local public remained supportive to wolf 

conservation. General public as an important indicator of society’s “climate” towards wolf 

conservation is overall cautiously supporting wolf conservation in the Alps. In the areas where 

wolves became present only recently the general publics’ support for wolf conservation has 

somewhat dropped from 2014 – 2017. There are considerable differences among the core areas 

with Ossola Val Grande, Cozie Alps and Eastern Alps (Slovenia) being the most positive and 

Lessinia and Alpi Centrali being the most negative. The latter two are also the areas where 

we’ve documented a considerable drop in support for wolf conservation. In Lessinia it has 

dropped even below the neutral point.  General public of Eastern Alps was also the most 

knowledgeable about the wolves, while the general public of the Ossola Val Grande was among 

the least knowledgeable about wolves. The biggest documented change in knowledge was in 

CA4 (Alpi Centrali) where general public respondents have in 2017 scored approximately 20% 

better than in 2014. 

One of the most important stakeholder groups in wolf conservation, the farmers, are also by far 

the most negative group in their support for wolf conservation and they are the only group overall 

mostly opposing wolf conservation across the core areas and regardless of presence/absence of 

wolves. However, farmers show an increase in positive attitudes in several areas from 2014 to 
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2017, possibly as an effect of the considerable effort directed into this stakeholder group within 

the LIFE WolfAlps project. 

Hunters, although usually not as vocal as farmers, are another key stakeholder group in wolf 

conservation. Hunters proved to be the most diverse group across the core areas, ranging from 

opposition to wolf conservation in the western core areas to clear support of wolf conservation in 

the eastern core area. This pattern largely follows the recolonization pattern of wolves. Our 

results are also suggesting that supporting control of wolf population through hunting is not 

necessarily in conflict with supporting wolf population conservation. Hunters typically agree to 

hunting but often also support wolf conservation. An interesting finding and an indicator of how 

hunters truly form their own independent “subculture” is the fact that the hunters were the most 

negative and opposing wolf conservation in the Cozie Alps, the core area where the general 

public was the most supportive of wolf conservation. In particular, the Cozie Alps have the higher 

density of hunters in the western Italian Alps core areas and the greater focus in red deer, 

making the general practice a local business. The biggest change in support for wolf 

conservation among hunters was documented in Lessinia where hunters went from being 

neutral in 2014 to actually opposing wolf conservation in 2017. 

Targeted awareness raising activities planned in the project were the main reason high school 

students were specifically included in the survey. They are also the future decision-makers and 

policy-shapers, and are already forming their attitudes toward wolves.  High school students are 

more supportive of wolf conservation then the average adult resident of the core areas. 

As expected, mountaineers and even more so environmentalists were the most supportive to 

wolf conservation.  The support remained consistent across the core areas and in time.  

Personal experiences with wolves do partly shape respondents’ attitudes towards wolf 

conservation. Having had damage caused by wolves was a strong predictor of negative attitudes 

towards wolf conservation, while seeing a wolf in captivity (e.g. zoo) had a marginal positive 

effect on support for conservation.   

Return of the wolf seems to impact males’ attitudes towards the species more than females’. In 

comparison to 2014 we’ve documented considerable drop in support for wolf conservation 

among men and no change among female respondents. Potential explanation could be that 

hunting and pastoralism – two activities negatively impacted by the presence of wolves – are 

historically predominantly males’ activities.  

Our data clearly suggest that support for wolf conservation generally increases with knowledge 

about wolves, stressing importance of awareness raising and educational campaigns.  

In conclusion, the results of our study suggests that although overall supportive to wolf 

conservation, the residents of the key areas in the Alps need to be continuously reached through 

well planned information campaigns. Campaign and work carried out during the project seem to 

have reached the farmers with positive results as they were the only group that has overall 

improved their support for wolf conservation, even though wolves have continued to successfully 
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recolonize the Alps. Farmers, however remained consistent in opposing wolf conservation 

across all core areas regardless of their education or age. Hunters, as one of the key 

stakeholder groups, although largely ignored by the project, proved to have a potential to be 

partners in wolf conservation, so in the future more effort should be directed towards building 

this partnership. There was a notable effect of wolf recolonization on the changes in attitudes 

towards this species. In areas where wolves have been present for a while (reproductive packs 

or sporadic individual animals) there was very little change. On the other hand, we’ve seen a 

considerable drop in support for wolf conservation in areas where wolves recently started 

appearing (Alpi Centrali, Dolomiti) and even more in areas where wolves recently established 

reproductive packs (Lessinia). 
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Annex 1: Summary – attitude items raw data graphs 



Figure 33: Which of the following best describes your feelings toward wolf?  
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Figure 34: It is important to maintain wolves in It/Slo, so that future generations can enjoy them.  
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Figure 35: It is unnecessary to have wolves in It/Slo because abundant populations already exist in other European countries.  
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Figure 36: Wolves greatly reduce ungulate populations and make hunting impossible.  
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Figure 37: Wolves mainly prey on old and sick animals and thus keep wild ungulate populations healthy.  
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Figure 38: I would tolerate wolves living in nearby forests of our municipality.  
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Figure 39: Wolves do not attack people.  
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Figure 40: I would not be afraid to hike in the woods where wolves are present.  
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Figure 41: Wolves cause abundant damages to livestock.  
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Figure 42: Livestock owners that lose livestock due to wolf should be compensated.  
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Figure 43: If a wolf killed livestock, I would agree with killing this problem animal.  
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Figure 44: I would agree with increasing wolf numbers in my region.  
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Figure 45: We already have enough wolves in my region.  
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Figure 46: There should be authorized wolf hunts in It/Slo.  

 

 


